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Introduc tion
Previous work on the origins of the Second World War has largely
avoided broad consideration of Anglo-American relations in the
critical period I936-9. British historians ofEuropean appeasement,
such as Taylor and Gilbert, 1 have devoted their efforts to a critique
of Anglo-German relations which ignores the role of the United
States in British policy. America, when considered at all, is merely
dismissed as an isolationist power with no real influence on
European affairs. 2 Writers on Far Eastern developments during the
period, such as Louis, 3 have naturally devoted greater attention to
the American role, but any attempt at a synthesis of the American
impact on British policy in both Europe and Asia remains lacking.
American historians have failed to redress the balance. The
standard work on Roosevelt's foreign policy, Langer and Gleason's
The Challenge to Isolation, 4 devotes minimal attention to the pre-war
period and is mainly concerned with events after I 939· When
Anglo-American relations before I 939 are considered, it is generally
in works devoted exclusively to the situation in the Far East such as
Borg's The United States and the Far Eastern Crisis. 5 Offner's book,
American Appeasement, 6 fails to remedy this situation. Offner discusses
American policy towards Nazi Germany between I933 and I938,
but his book is unsatisfactory, partly because it is marred by the
author's strong personal bias against appeasement, and partly
because the narrative is not taken beyond Munich, when crucial
cha~ges in American policy occurred. Offner does not discuss the
shift from appeasement to containment which took place in October
I938, a change which predated Chamberlain's decision to abandon
conciliation and which led to friction between Washington and
London. By I939 American policymakers had come to believe that
Chamberlain was the agent of selfish City interests, which were not
above handing over Europe to Hitler in return for a guaranteed
share of its trade. Nor does Offner emphasise the central part played
by the German 'moderates'- bankers, industrialists and army
officers- in American appeasement before I 938. This group stood
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not only for an Open Door economic order in Europe, but also for
cooperation with other industrial powers against japan in the Far
East. Leading advocates of appeasement, such as Sumner Welles,
were well aware that cooperation with the 'moderates' was the key
to an Open Door system in Europe and Asia and hence to the
American goal of a stable world and an export-led recovery from
the Depression. By appeasement Welles hoped to avoid the
alternative, an expanding totalitarian system led by German and
Japanese 'extremists', which would exclude the United States from
world markets and undermine its position in Latin America.
American policy was thus based on a world view which Offner
ignores.
After the 'moderates' were purged in 1938 and Hitler had
embarked upon an obviously expansionist course, American policy
moved from appeasement to containment. Langer and Gleason
discuss the origins of the change but do not consider its domestic
implications. The American role in containment was to supply
Britain and France with arms, but they were to be paid for by the
liquidation of Allied assets in the United States. Hopkins, for one,
believed that such foreign orders would relieve unemployment and
help the Democrats win the presidential election in 1940. Moreover,
the United States, although a non-belligerent, was to have a
substantial voice in any peace settlement in return for its material
assistance. This meant that the demand for an Open Door world
could again be brought forward, as indeed it was in the Atlantic
Charter of 1941. Prior to December 1941, American policy can be
viewed as an attempt to secure a stable world, open to American
trade, without the actual deployment of military strength. This was
the aim of appeasement, as it was of containment after Munich.
This book, therefore, attempts to fill a gap in the historiography
of the thirties, first with a detailed study of American policy
between 1936 and 1939, and secondly with an examination of the
American impact on British foreign relations in the classic era of
appeaJ>ement. Several important questions are considered in the
course of the study. What was the American conception of the
German problem and it'i relationship to the crisis in the Far East?
How did Roosevelt's solutions differ from Chamberlain's ideas?
Why did the United States abandon appeasement before Britain
and how successful were American efforts to persuade Chamberlain
to adopt a stiffer line with Hitler? What impression did the
Americans form of British policy in Europe and the Far East, and
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were their suspicions in any way justified? The answers to such
questions explain the considerable degree of mistrust which marked
the attitude of the Roosevelt administration towards the
Chamberlain government.

